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CLASS: IV                                                           SUBJECT:-COMPUTER 
SECTION A 

Q1. Multiple Choice Questions: 

1. ____________ is a device that connects your computer with the telephone line. 
a) Modem       b) Internet connection  c) web browser 

 
2. The ____________ primitive turns the head of the turtle towards the right side . 

a) RT                   b) LT                         c) HT 
 

3. __________ is the founder of world wide web. 
a) Tim burners-lee      b) Sergey brin                         c) Larry page 

 
4. Number and words can be printed using __________ primitive. 

a) Enter        b) Print                                      c) RT 
 

5. A network is a collection of two or more computers connected to one another so 
as to share ________________ . 
a) website                   b) information                        c) web page 
b)  

6. Press ___________ key to execute any command . 
a) Bye                    b) HT                         c) Enter 
 

7. In PowerPoint 2010, the files are saved with the extension _____________. 
a) .pptx         b) .txt                         c) .jpg 

 
8. All the arithmetic operators take _______________ input. 

a) 1                     b) 2                         c) 3 
 

9.  To insert a new slide ___________ key is used. 
a) ctrl + M          b) ctrl +N                        c) ctrl + P 

 
10. To run a slide show, you can press ________ key. 

a) F6           b) F5                         c) F7 

 

 



SECTION B 

Q2. Very Short Questions:- 

1. Which shortcut key is use to save a presentation? 

2. Which tab shows a thumbnail version of each slide shown in the slide pane? 

3. Raghav has selected the Title slide layout while creating a presentation. Now he 

wants to change the slide layout. How can he do that? 

4. What is the shortcut key to insert a new slide? 

5. What is the full form of www? 

SECTION C 

Q3. Short Answers:- 

1. What do you mean by ISP? 

2. What is modem? 

3. What is place holder? 

4. What is slide layout? 

5. How should we write Sum function while adding more than one number? 

6. Which symbols are used with Print primitive for multiplication and division? 

SECTION D 

Q4. Long Answers: 

1.  a)  Name the command that orders the turtle to disappear from the screen. 

b) Which command orders the turtle to lift up the pen from the screen? 

2. Differentiate between slide pane and slide tab. 

3.  Define the terms:- a) Webpage      b)  URL 
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Q  - Answer the following questions:- 

Q1. What is the full form of Logo. Who designed Logo? 

Q2. Name the screen where you draw pictures. 

Q3. Where do you type commands in Logo? 

Q4. What is the difference between CS and CT? 

Q5. When the PEN DOWN command is used? 

Q6. What is PENERASE command? 

Q7. Which symbols are used with Print primitive for multiplication and division? 

Q8. In how many section Logo screen is divided. Name them. 

Q9. How can we create a shortcut for Microsoft PowerPoint? 

Q10. Difference between Presentation and slide. 

Q11. What is the use of Alt key? 

Q12. What is the use of Alt + H key? 

Q13. What is slide layout? 

Q14. Name the shortcut key to create a new presentation. 

Q15. What is placeholder? 

Q16. Name the Key for saving a presentation. 

Q17. How can we resize a picture? 

Q18. Name the key to run a presentation. 



Q19. Which key is used to insert a new slide? 

Q20. Who shows a thumbnail  version of each slide shown in the slides pane? 

Q21. Which key is used to view the slide show? 

Q22. What is modem? 

Q23. Who is the founder of World Wide Web? 

Q24. Who is the founder of Google? 

Q25. Name the latest version of Internet Explorer. 

Q26. What is Website? 

Q27. What is WWW? 

Q28. What is ISP? 

 

  

 

 

 

 


